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The original top speed game was a source of excitement for head-to-head racing enthusiasts. Racing legends add even more in terms of features and customization options for a more stimulating experience. Top Speed 2 is a continuation of one of the most popular racing versions of this decade. Adds accessories to an already very-enjoyed head-to-head racing game. Maximum
Speed 2: Racing Legends is an arcade racing game. It's another version of the supercharged racing game that allows you to become the best there. You can play as a suspended policeman and professional racer who wants to become a legend. The game boasts beautiful, realistic 3D graphics and 70 car models that you can unlock and upgrade as you progress. All models come
from real fast cars, which contributes to the feeling of the game. There are also new debugging and customization options to enhance your experience. The latest launch also brought three different maps - airports, kips and highways, as well as Elite and Story game modes, and time-limited racing events. The leaderboard keeps updating and you'll work your way up next to
hundreds of addons. With thousands of levels to go through, you never run out of options. Perhaps the most significant of the new features is multiplayer mode, which allows you to race with friends and prove the best rider in your group. Where can you run this program? If you play in Windows, you can run Racing Legends in versions 7 and later. macOS 10.8 and above will also
support it. Is there a better alternative? Yes, the market for racing games is huge and contains something for every taste. Other games may not be better on their own, but you can also like Dirt Rally, Gran Tourismo, Shift 2, Race: Injection, and many more. A top speed of 2 is an excellent experience. The game is well developed, and although it doesn't include many improvements
to the original, except for the highly anticipated multiplayer mode, it's still a new, exciting experience. Should you download it? Yes. If you liked the first chapter of top speed story, the second also does not disappoint. Windows 10 has been widely considered one of the best versions of Windows for some time. With clean lines, a well-known yet-cool interface and many technical
upgrades, it's already the most popular version of Windows and effectively makes up for the parody that was windows 8, seemingly taking the most jarring features and rounding them up until they became truly useful. Microsoft has been back on form with an ever-improving version of WindowsWindows 10 with us since 2015 and during that time had a chance to help Microsoft get
back from the brink. After the sheer disaster that was Windows 8, Microsoft seems to have done exactly what you would hope the company would do after extensive feedback to take a close look, decide what needs to be done, and fixed, better, removed most problematic aspects. The result is one of the best Windows operating systems in recent years. From the moment you first
hit Windows 10, it looks and feels slippery and smooth. If you enable it in the initial setup process, you'll be able to sign in with your finger or biometrics, which means you can kiss your old school passwords goodbye. Windows Hello also works on Windows 10 tablets, phones, and exercise strips.Live tiles are still present, unfortunately, but can be disabled through a time-
consuming but feasible manual process. It's gratifying that Microsoft has received feedback that the initial version of live tiles wasn't entirely friendly to traditional keyboard and mouse users, and in that version it made sure that even though they're still present, they're much easier when you're not in tablet mode. If you're a fan of voice control, the changes Windows 10 has brought
to Cortana, Microsoft's voice assistant, will be right in your aisle. Previously, Cortana was closely linked to search, but now you can use it in the same way you would using voice assistant anywhere else to open apps, pour contacts, run emails, and more. Of course, if you're not a fan of voice control, you can disable the service so that beautiful Cortana doesn't peep. The
development of the Windows 10 browser, Edge, is also proving interesting. Describing something like follow from Internet Explorer isn't really fair, but Microsoft insisted on polishing it until Edge became... well, actually quite a legitimate browser option. It came to iOS and Android in 2017, Mac in 2019 and now as it stands as the default browser in Windows 10, it's actually worth a
look, especially since it's fully integrated with Cortana.From a visual point of view, Windows 10 is probably nice. It also offers a lot of improvements for energy users, including the ability to change the individual display on multiple monitors. If you opt for the opposite, there's a handy tablet mode switch, so once you unplug your tablet (if that's the way you roll), tablet mode will
automatically activate. It's also pleasantly fast and smooth, no matter what mode you're using, and startup is especially fast. Windows 10 also has a good relationship with other apps and platforms that you can use in conjunction. Universal applications, programs that can be used on all Windows devices, features and are many and diverse. The Microsoft App Store makes it very
easy to install apps if you're happy with using the app store rather than downloading a separate Windows app, and finally, if you're a player, you'll love the passage of Xbox games because it allows you to play Xbox games on any Windows device (within reasonable limits) through the Xbox app. It's paid but if you are already shelling out, you will appreciate all, Windows 10 is a
breath of fresh air for Windows users. Mircosoft may have stumbled in the past, but when it comes to operating systems, they seem to be firmly back on track. Where can you run this program? Windows 10 can be used on PCs, tablets, smartphones, built-in systems, Xbox One, Surface Hub, and mixed Reality.Is there a better alternative? If you're not a hardened Mac user, no!
Windows 10 is the best Windows operating system that has been running in quite some time. Windows 10 was exactly what the world needed from Microsoft. It's a great operating system that's flexible, neat and practical. Sure, haters will hate it and Mac fanboys go to fanboy, but anyone who has reasonable access to operating systems must realize that as they go, Windows 10 is
an excellent choice. Since most people do not have a huge choice when it comes to operating systems, we should be really pleased that to the extent of what is on offer, we have Windows 10.Should you download it? Absolutely. If you're using a Windows PC, there's no conceivable reason why you shouldn't. Trending PS5 Stock Replenishment Xbox Series X Restocking Galaxy
S21 Best TVs Best Laptops Tom's guide is supported by his audience. When you shop through links on our site, we may receive an affiliate commission. Learn more View more View more View more Update autumn creators Windows 10 adds a folder of 3D objects to this computer. It even appears in the File Explorer sidebar. Microsoft is obviously trying to promote paint 3D and
other new 3D features of Windows 10, but you can hide the folder if you don't like it – just look in the registry. This does not delete the folder from your computer. The 3D Objects folder and its contents will still be accessible at C:\Users\NAME\3D Objects , where name is the name of the Windows user account. This will only remove it from the File Explorer sidebar. You can also
delete other folders from this computer, but we think other folders are quite useful. However, the 3D objects folder may not be useful to most people. Delete 3D objects by modifying registry RELATED: Learn how to use Registry Editor as Pro You will need to modify the registry to do so. Here's our standard warning: Registry Editor is a powerful tool and abuse can make your
system unstable or even malfunctioning. This is a pretty simple hack and as long as you follow the instructions, you shouldn't have any problems. This means that if you've never worked with it before, consider reading how to use Registry Editor before you start. And definitely back up the registry (and your computer!) before making changes. To get started, click Start, type regedit,
and then press Enter. Give him permission to make changes to the First, go to the following In the Registry Editor window. You can copy and paste the next line into the address bar or navigate using the left sidebar. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\MyComputer\NameSpace Locate the subkey named {0DB7E03F-FC29-4DC6-
9020-FF41B59E513A} under Namespace in the left pane. Right-click it, select Delete, and then confirm that you want to delete the key. Second, go to the following key in the Registry Editor window. You can copy the next line to the address bar or navigate using the left sidebar.
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\MyComputer\NameSpace (If you don't have a Wow6432Node key on your computer, you're running a 32-bit version of Windows 10. You can stop now - you're done! If you see the key, you're running a 64-bit version of Windows 10, and you'll need to continue with the
instructions.) Re-locate the subkey named {0DB7E03F-FC29-4DC6-9020-FF41B59E513A} under Namespace in the left pane. Right-click it, select Delete, and then confirm that you want to delete the key. Now you're done. The 3D objects folder disappears from this computer, both in main view and in file explorer sidebar. You should not restart your computer. However, if the 3D
objects folder does not disappear immediately for some reason, restarting the computer should resolve the problem. If you want to restore a folder for some reason, just re-create the subkeys that you deleted in the same place and give them the name {0DB7E03F-FC29-4DC6-9020-FF41B59E513A}. You don't have to add anything to the subkeys— if they're in the right place with
the correct name, the 3D objects folder will reappear. Download our One-Click Registry Hack If you don't feel like editing the registry yourself, you can use our one-click registry hack. We have created registry hacks that will delete the folder and restore it, with separate versions for 64-bit and 32-bit versions of Windows. All four of the registry hacks are included in the following file.
Delete 3D Objects Folder Hacks RELATED: How do I know if I'm running 32-bit or 64-bit Windows? Just download the hack and double-click the one you want to use. If you're using a 64-bit version of Windows, use a 64-bit hack. If you're using a 32-bit version of Windows, use a 32-bit hack. Here's how to check if you're using 32-bit or 64-bit versions of Windows 10. These hacks
simply do the same thing we instructed you to do above. Those that delete the 3D Objects folder will remove the {0DB7E03F-FC29-4DC6-9020-FF41B59E513A} key from the appropriate locations. Those that restore the folder add the {0DB7E03F-FC29-4DC6-9020-FF41B59E513A} key back to their respective locations. You should only run registry hacks from sources you trust,
but you can always check them yourself to confirm what they will do. Just .reg file and select Edit to display its contents in your notebook. And if you enjoy playing with the registry, it is worth paying time to learn how to create your own registry hacks. Hacks.
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